VIRTUAL 3D SOCIAL
COLLABORATION AND
INTERACTION PLATFORM
FOR EDUCATION, BUSINESS
AND EXHIBITIONS.

Welcome to explore the
next generation 3D learning
environment which facilitates
playfulness and gamified learning.
FVS is a browser based 3D virtual environment where people can communicate and collaborate in real time, in other words
a networked common operating space. In our learning environment users are represented by customisable, persistent
avatars. Users can communicate via tools which enable them to chat using either text messages (public or private) or voice.
The webcam feature in FVS help the users to share their screens to join the virtual conference. The key feature of FVS
include adding content to their space, and through them they can showcase media objects in various forms: web sites, web
applications, images, video, audio, and several document formats such as PDF. FVS is also integrated with Google Drive,
allowing users to create new documents, import existing ones, or upload material to their own Google Drive. Apart from
educational purposes FVS can also be used for business and to conduct virtual exhibitions.

Advantages of the product

Highlights of FVS

1.

•

Easy online communication and real time connectivity facilitating learning,
class, meeting and team collaboration: Stay remotely connected through

platform therefore no

including text chat, high quality voice and video meeting, screen sharing

need to download any

for presentations and sharing materials virtually online, creating and

applications.

sharing documents for project working. No need to have multiple different
applications. Everything happens live and in-real time.
2.

3.

4.

•

Users can build their own
virtual space and modify

Integration possibilities with other digital interfaces: e.g. LMS, online

their personal avatar and

learning materials, analytics features supporting learning and teaching.

engage other to collaborate.

Use it as a virtual school or a classroom in Education, as a virtual meeting

•

FVS create a sense of

space in distance communication and collaboration, as a virtual work space

shared presence in virtual

in business, and as an exhibition space.

world.

Reasonable price for all users. Education resources and virtual collaboration
platform for everyone.

5.

FVS is a browser based

Highly secured and reliable product, high privacy for everyone: Hiding

•

FVS learning environment
provides immersive learning
experience.

identity through Avatars. Meet in private or public spaces.

Interested to explore more? Please feel free to write us to contact@finpeda.fi

